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“You, you, you…” Yu Qin was dumbfounded.  

The chairman of Sihai Group is Yu Sheng? !  

How is this possible?  

Isn’t he the son-in-law of the Yang family?  

“Why, are you surprised?” Looking at Yu Qin’s shocked eyes, Yu Sheng joked.  

Yu Qin nodded subconsciously, and then hurriedly shook his head.  

“Yu, Dong Yu, I’m sorry, I didn’t say anything about it before. I have offended Yu Dong. Please forgive Yu 

Dong, don’t care about me as a little girl!” Yu Qin reacted and hurriedly bowed his head to apologize.  

She didn’t even think that the door-to-door son-in-law they had always looked down upon was actually 

the chairman of the Four Seas Group who had never been seen in front of the media. It really surprised 

her!  

If she knew that Yu Sheng was the chairman, she would not dare to say anything if she killed her.  

“Don’t be purple, I won’t eat you again.” Yu Sheng smiled, and then waved to Yu Qin.  

Looking at the uncertain smile on Yu Sheng’s face, Yu Qin didn’t know what Yu Sheng was going to do.   

Suddenly thinking of Yu Sheng’s eyes looking at her figure when she was in the elevator before, she 

panicked.  

Could it be that Yu Dong, is she going to make my mind?  

However, I already have a boyfriend. Although I haven’t had a relationship with Xu Zhiheng, I really want 

to run with him to get married. Should I join Yu Dong?  

Yu Qin was in a state of confusion, but his body involuntarily walked towards Yu Sheng.  

This job is very important to her.  

Moreover, how could she refuse a man like Yu Sheng who is full of masculine charm?  

“Yu, Dong Yu…”  

Coming to Yu Sheng’s side, Yu Qin blushed and shouted in a low voice.  

With a faint smile on Yu Sheng’s face, he looked at Yu Qin up and down.  

He is 16 meters tall, with a slender figure.  

There was an eight-point mark on his face. Although he was inferior to Xiao Zixin, his buttocks were 

much smoother than Xiao Zixin.  



Yu Sheng stretched out his hands and patted Qin’s buttocks, and said with a smile, “Do you know the 

nature of the job as a secretary?”  

Yu Qin’s body trembled and her legs tightened slightly. She realized that Yu Sheng had only taken a 

picture of her sexy and round buttocks, and she was so embarrassed that she was wet…  

“There is something for the secretary to do, nothing to do, to do, to be a secretary…” She blushed, 

lowered her head, and the sound was like a mosquito, she didn’t dare to watch the rest of her life.  

“Ho ho, you can’t see it, you have a very high level of consciousness.”  

There was a hint of irony in Yu Sheng’s eyes, and he smiled: “Give you two days of internship. If I am 

satisfied, you will be my secretary.”  

“Is it right here?” Yu Qin gritted his teeth and asked in a low voice.  

She knew about the job as a secretary before, and when she met lustful bosses, not only did she do her 

own job, but most of them also worked part-time as a lover.  

If the old man of the Sihai Group is always an old man, she might not agree.  

But for the rest of her life, she was young and rich, and she was very handsome. She found that she 

couldn’t refuse.  

At this moment, she did not stop her boyfriend from comparing with Yu Sheng.  

Then she found out that there was no Fabi at all.  

“Isn’t doing it here, do you want to go to your house?” Yu Sheng joked.  

“I……”  

Yu Qin’s mind was shocked. To be honest, although she didn’t object to being unspoken by the rest of 

her life, she was still not ready.  

“I, I’ll lock the door first, okay.” After all, Yu Qin is the first time to do this kind of thing.  
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“What are you doing when you lock the door? Do you think you are doing something inhuman?” Yu 

Sheng laughed jokingly.  

“I, it’s the first time…” Yu Qin raised his eyes and glanced at Yu Sheng, his eyes full of pleading.  

“Do you think I’m going to fuck you?”  

Yu Sheng laughed and said: “Don’t think too much, I just let you do the work.”  

As he spoke, he took out a stack of files and handed them to Yu Qin, saying: “Take out these files. If they 

are important, sort them into categories and bring them to me for signature. If they are not important, 

they will reply and send them to various departments. go.”  

“what?”  



Yu Qin stayed for a while, and then embarrassedly wanted to find a place to sew and drill down.  

After doing it for a long time, it turned out that I had misunderstood Yu Dong. Is it true that my charm is 

not enough?  

Although Yu Qin breathed a sigh of relief in his heart, it was more of a loss.  

“Okay, I’ll sort it out now.” Yu Qin hurriedly took the file and walked to the desk next to him awkwardly.  

“By the way, you’d better keep me tight-lipped about my identity. Even your boyfriend is not allowed to 

tell him. If you let others know my identity, you and your boyfriend will get out.” Yu Sheng said coldly. 

road.  

Yu Qin was shocked, and hurriedly turned around and said, “Don’t worry, Dong Yu, I won’t say 

anything!”  

“Well, even my wife can’t tell her.” Yu Sheng said.  

“Well, I see.” Yu Qin nodded hurriedly, but he was a little puzzled.  

With such an awesome status for the rest of his life, why do you want to be a door-to-door son-in-law at 

the Yang family?  

Does he just want to play with Yang Zihuan?  

However, they seem to have children.  

By the way, it must be Yu Dong who just wanted to play with Yang Zihuan at the beginning. Later, when 

Yang Zihuan became pregnant, he had to marry Yang Zihuan.  

He didn’t tell Yang Zihuan the truth, maybe he didn’t want to divorce Yang Zihuan, let Yang Zihuan 

divide his family property.  

Yu Qin thought so, suddenly felt that he still had a chance.  

She suppressed the illusions in her heart and began to approve the files seriously.  

Yu Sheng wanted to take out the high monk’s relics for refining, and felt that Yu Qin was a bit annoying 

here, so he sent it out, let her work in Xiao Zixin’s office first, and then let her get an office out in the 

afternoon.  

“Don’t bother me in the morning, and don’t let others disturb me.” Yu Sheng ordered.  

“Okay.” Yu Qin answered and went out holding the file.  

After Yu Qin went out, Yu Sheng took out the high monk’s relics, held the relics in his hands, and 

meditated the refining formulas in the Nine Profound Heaven Scriptures, and began to refining.  

With his continuous attempts, half an hour later, he finally mastered the hack, and the essence of 

internal power contained in the high monk’s relic began to penetrate into his body continuously from 

the palm of his hand.  



Three hours later, all the inner power essence in the relic was sucked out by him, and it suddenly turned 

into a dull stone.  

Yu Sheng got up and moved his muscles and bones, and found that his internal strength had doubled 

compared to before.  

He was overjoyed, and when he took out the phone, he was about to call Yu Zhong.  

He was going to let Yu Zhong stop dealing with his aunt Li Hongsu, and now he was confident enough to 

deal with any masters sent by Li Hongsu.  

Just when he was turning over Yu Zhong’s phone, Xiao Zixin called him first.  
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“Yu Dong, I found the house, can you lend me some money first.” Xiao Zixin said.  

She was really scared, and before she could sell her old house, she wanted to move out first.  

“Send your card number here.” Yu Sheng said.  

“Okay, thank you.” Xiao Zixin hung up the phone and sent the card number to Yu Sheng.  

For the rest of his life, one million was transferred to her.  

Soon, Xiao Zixin sent him a WeChat: Yu Dong, not more than one million.  

Yu Sheng replied: The decoration also requires a lot of money. You can use it first, and you can pay me 

back later. Anyway, your salary is not low.  

Xiao Zixin replied: Then I can only pay you back in installments, a little bit a month.  

Yu Sheng replied: Well, it’s okay, well, you can be busy with you, come back to work as soon as possible 

when you are finished.  

Xiao Zixin returned a good one, and she won’t return to her for the rest of her life.  

He pulled out Yu Zhong’s phone and made a call, but he made several calls in a row, all showing that it 

was shutting down.   

Yu Sheng had a bad premonition in his heart. After thinking about it, he put away his mobile phone and 

prepared to call again at night.  

In the afternoon, after picking up his son, Yang Zihuan said: “Come with me to the high school reunion.”  

If Yu Sheng had not promised Li Wenbing that night, and today Li Wenbing also specifically mentioned 

Yu Sheng, she would definitely not let Yu Sheng accompany her.  

Because she knew that the rest of her life was gone, it would only embarrass her.  

Yu Sheng smiled and said: “Yes.”  

After Yang Zihuan told Gao Qing to cook for Xiao Shui, he went out with Yu Sheng.  



When he came out and saw Yu Sheng’s R8, Yang Zihuan couldn’t help but ask: “Your boss bought you 

again?”  

“You think too much, it’s only after the chairman has been on a business trip for the past two days that I 

drove back.” Yu Sheng said lightly.  

“Oh.” Yang Zihuan nodded, and the doubt in his heart was solved.  

She just said, how could the chairman of Sihai Group give Yusheng a luxury car.  

After Yu Sheng explained it like this, it made sense.  

The two got into their own car and headed to the designated hotel.  

During this period of time, Yu Sheng ran to sleep with her son. Although Yang Zihuan didn’t say anything, 

she was a little suspicious in her heart.  

She had always wanted to go to the chairman again, but in her heart she always doubted what Yu Sheng 

knew, and had suppressed the idea of going to see the chairman.  

But she also wanted to wait, until she straightened out the company and made a real profit, after the 

chairman gave her 10% of the shares, she went to the chairman again.  

She felt that at that time, she could almost have a showdown with Yu Sheng.  

It was just this time that the rest of her life took the initiative to sleep with her in a separate room, and 

she was also prepared.  

…  

After 5:30 in the afternoon, the 15th floor of Penglai Hotel became hot.  

Today, it was Li Wenbing and Zhao Tianyu who booked the large private room here to organize a 

classmate gathering, and everyone who received the invitation arrived one after another.  

As everyone kept chatting, the atmosphere gradually became warmer.  

And until the arrival of Yu Sheng and Yang Zihuan, the atmosphere in the private room immediately 

reached a sensation.  
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Of course, the focus of everyone’s attention is Yang Zihuan.  

As a high school class flower and school flower, Yang Zihuan is still so popular.  

“Wow, our University Yang has come.”  

“I haven’t seen you in a few years, and the beauty of Yang Damei is still the same as before.”  

“Beauty Yang, it’s really getting more and more beautiful, come, come, sit on our side.”  

Everyone greeted Yang Zihuan, most of the boys were admired and surprised, and some women were a 

little jealous.  



At this moment, everyone’s eyes directly ignored Yu Sheng and regarded him as air.  

In fact, Yang Zihuan didn’t even dress up himself specially today, just simply dressing up.  

A white long skirt, a rugged figure that can’t be hidden, and the white and tender skin is extremely 

tender under the light of the light, which adds a bit of fatal temptation to mature women.  

Yang Zihuan is natural beauty, but for the rest of his life, it is really casual.  

Ordinary t-shirts, jeans, and a pair of blue casual shoes seem to be very different from Yang Zihuan.   

This is also one of the reasons why everyone ignores him directly.  

The biggest reason is that few people here know the rest of their lives.  

At this time, there was another commotion at the door, and someone yelled: “Zhao Tuhao and Section 

Chief Li are here!”  

“Zhao Tianyu is here, I heard that he has succeeded in starting a business, and he is now the big boss.”  

“Yes, he and Chief Li are the best in our class.”  

“That’s for sure, Zhao Tuhao opened Martha, but the local tyrants are not good. I heard that this 

gathering was funded by Zhao Tuhao alone. It’s too embarrassing.”  

“There is also Section Chief Li, who is about to be promoted soon. I really envy him.”  

Everyone stood up and greeted the outside with a word of you and me.  

Yang Zihuan thought for a while, and followed him out.  

Although the conversation with Li Wenbing was not very pleasant last time, she is in charge of the entire 

Yang family and will have to deal with Li Wenbing and others a lot in the future. She hopes to improve 

the relationship with Li Wenbing tonight.  

As a group of people greeted them, Zhao Tianyu and Li Wenbing walked in. Behind them were Xu 

Zhiheng and Yu Qin.  

Of course, the two followed Li Wenbing and Zhao Tianyu, and they were completely foils.  

But what surprised Yu Sheng was that Zhao Tianyu was also half behind Li Wenbing.  

This shows that Li Wenbing is better than Zhao Tianyu.  

But he was relieved after thinking about it.  

Although Li Wenbing is just a section chief now, he is still in the system after all. Moreover, I heard that 

he is also very hard at the backstage, and it will be sooner or later that he will be promoted.  

Then Zhao Tianyu, as a businessman, certainly wouldn’t steal Li Wenbing’s limelight.  

In fact, Li Wenbing asked Zhao Tianyu to hold today’s party.  

Zhao Tianyu has always been Li Wenbing’s follower. In these years, under Li Wenbing’s relationship, 

Zhao Tianyu has also been developed, so he must respect Li Wenbing.  



Everyone also saw this, and respected Li Wenbing even more.  

I have to say that Li Wenbing is still a little handsome, only one meter and seven meters shorter.  

The two of them walked along and greeted everyone constantly.  

At the same time, Li Wenbing’s gaze was placed on Yang Zihuan’s body. If Yang Zihuan greeted him, he 

would be very proud, with his head high and his chest tall, and a rooster that had won the battle.  

His purpose in inviting Yang Zihuan over today is to make Yang Zihuan recognize clearly that compared 

with him, her trash husband is just a trash.  

After everyone took their seats, they all complimented Li Wenbing. Of course, they would also 

compliment Zhao Tianyu from time to time.  

Therefore, Li Wenbing didn’t have the time and opportunity to bring the topic to rest of his life.  

Then Yu Qin glanced at Yu Sheng, who was silent next to her, and wanted to say hello, but after seeing 

Yu Sheng’s unhappy eyes, she gave up again.  

Soon, their head teacher arrived, and Li Wenbing directly asked Zhao Tianyu to arrange the dishes.  

After 30 years of drinking, and complimented each other, the head teacher and Yang Zihuan had a chat, 

and finally put their eyes on Yu Sheng next to Yang Zihuan.  

“Zi Huan, I heard that you are married, is this your husband? Where is he employed?” the head teacher 

asked curiously.  

Yang Zihuan’s condition, should be married to the rich second generation.  

However, seeing the ordinary casual wear for the rest of his life, I suddenly became a little confused.  
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At this moment, everyone’s eyes were focused on Yu Sheng.  

Seeing everyone’s suspicion and contempt, Yang Zihuan suddenly became a little embarrassed.  

Because compared with the outstanding performance of Li Wenbing and Zhao Tianyu, her husband is 

simply not worth mentioning for the rest of his life.  

“Zi Huan, on your terms, the one who can marry you must be the big boss.” The head teacher smiled.  

Yang Zihuan’s face became more embarrassed, and he didn’t want to introduce Yu Sheng.  

“At least it’s Zhao Tianyu’s level.” The head teacher smiled again.  

“Teacher Liu, don’t you know that the soft rice man who was popular in the city back then is Zi Huan’s 

husband.”  

Before Yang Zihuan could answer, a woman said with a sneer.  

Everyone was stunned when they heard the words.  

Yang Zihuan’s face changed, and the embarrassment on his face turned pale, very ugly.  



Yu Sheng frowned slightly, raised his eyes, and spoke of an ordinary-looking woman who was winking 

with Li Wenbing next to her, with a flattering expression on her face.  

Seeing Yu Sheng looking over, Li Wenbing showed a faint smile on his face, showing a very elegant 

expression.  

“what?”  

“I heard it wrong, Yang Zihuan actually hired a husband?”  

“This is too shocking, isn’t it? Yang Zihuan has such good conditions. Who can marry someone who can’t 

marry? It’s incredible to hire someone to eat soft food!”  

Everyone immediately began to discuss, and the discussion became more intense, and their eyes 

towards Yu Sheng were even more different.  

In Qiancheng this place, door-to-door son-in-law is too rare, and there is a common contempt for door-

to-door son-in-law.  

If they can change positions, the few people who are close to the rest of their lives will want to change 

positions.  

In this regard, Yang Zihuan was even more embarrassed.  

She really regretted now that she even called Yu Sheng over.  

“Yang Zihuan, Yang Zihuan, you really got the donkey kicked in your head, you even called this trash 

over, but now you lose all your face!”  

Yang Zihuan regretted it very much. Although she wanted to be separated from Yu Sheng, she still 

couldn’t be separated now, and she couldn’t bear this kind of ridicule.  

The head teacher coughed twice and helped Yang Zihuan: “Don’t talk nonsense. In this society, where 

are there any son-in-laws, especially in the place of Qiancheng, it is impossible for this kind of waste to 

eat soft rice to exist. of.”  

The woman before that smiled and said, “Teacher Liu, I’m not talking nonsense, do you think why Yang 

Zihuan refused to introduce her husband?”  

Everyone also looked at Yang Zihuan.  

At this moment Yang Zihuan wanted to calm herself down, but she found that it was really difficult.  

When everyone saw Yang Zihuan’s face, they no longer doubted, the discussion became more intense, 

and the words mocking Yu Sheng became more direct.  

For the rest of his life, he frowned slightly, but he didn’t say anything.  

In fact, he has experienced a lot of this kind of ridicule in the past four years, and he has long been used 

to it.  

At this time, he didn’t bother to care about these little people.  



“Teacher Liu, I can also testify that for the rest of my life, he is indeed Yang Zihuan’s husband. He went 

to our company this morning and begged me to find him a job as a security guard. I asked him to wait 

and I would give him a job. Arrangement, I didn’t expect him to take it for real, haha.” Xu Zhiheng also 

laughed haha.  

Seeing Xu Zhiheng daring to laugh at Yu Sheng, Yu Qin’s face suddenly changed. This is your boss. You 

dare to laugh at your boss in public. Are you looking for death?  

But when she thought of Yu Sheng’s words that would prevent her from revealing his identity today, she 

swallowed a few words that Xu Zhiheng wanted to say.  

“What a stupid man, please come on and laugh at Yu Dong. When you have completely angered Yu 

Dong, Yu Dong fires you, and the old lady broke up with you in a fair manner!” Yu Qin sneered in her 

heart and couldn’t help but sneak a look. Take a look at the rest of his life.  
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At this time, Yu Sheng’s eyes were also looking at Yu Qin.  

Seeing that Yu Qinzheng had told Xu Zhiheng of his identity, a sarcasm smile appeared at the corner of 

his mouth.  

“Zi Huan, is this true? What do you think, such a good condition, it’s not good to find someone, why find 

a man with no bones, teacher, I’m not worth it for you!”  

Seeing the crowd, the head teacher shook his head, looking distressed.  

Yang Zihuan didn’t know what to say, but looked at Yu Sheng’s eyes, full of disappointment.  

Seeing that the effect has been achieved, Li Wenbing smiled and said, “It’s okay, everyone stop, joking, 

it’s joking, don’t go too far, just enough.”  

“Yes, yes, yes, Yang Zihuan is our high school classmate, no matter what kind of man she chooses, we 

should bless her, not laugh at her.” Zhao Tianyu also laughed.  

The status of the two is the highest, and everyone will certainly listen to them when they speak.  

“Come here, everyone is drinking, Teacher Liu, the students will toast you again.” Li Wenbing smiled and 

raised his glass to respect the head teacher.  

The head teacher also stopped taking care of Yang Zihuan and Yu Sheng’s affairs. He picked up the wine 

glass and touched Li Wenbing, and said with emotion: “Men Bing, the teacher will be very optimistic 

about you in the future, knowing that you will definitely have a great future after graduation. Facts have 

proved that I am a teacher. At the beginning, the vision was very good. How long has it been since you 

graduated to make such a good result, I am proud of you as a teacher.”  

After receiving the compliment from the class teacher, Li Wenbing was even more proud, and said 

modestly: “There is nothing, I can have today’s achievements, it is all thanks to your teacher, if it were 

not for your careful teaching, I would not have what Li Wenbing is today. Ah.”   



Zhao Tianyu took the initiative to offer another glass to the head teacher, and the two were humbled to 

each other again.  

Everyone wanted to respect the class teacher, so at this moment, Li Wenbing smiled and said, “We have 

not been together for several years. Today we call everyone to come and gather. One is to get in touch 

with each other, and the other is to get to know each other. Keep contact information with each other 

so that when anyone has difficulties in the future, we can extend a hand to help. If there is a place 

where I need Li Wenbing’s help, just a phone call is absolutely obligatory to me Li Wenbing.”  

As soon as his voice fell, the head teacher took the lead in applauding, and couldn’t help but praise Li 

Wenbing for a while.  

Everyone was very excited, and they admired Li Wenbing even more, and they all offered Li Wenbing’s 

wine and flattered their faces.  

Like today’s Li Wenbing, but a real boss, who doesn’t want to curry favor with him.  

Especially those who want to do business are dreaming of tightening Li Wenbing’s thigh, and it won’t 

work if they don’t want to make a profit in the future.  

After drinking a glass of wine, Li Wenbing continued: “Also, I know that many students actually like the 

superstar Zuo Mingyue, right?  

In order to satisfy everyone’s desire to chase stars, I specifically asked Tianyu to invite the superstar Zuo 

Mingyue over today, and later let the superstar sing for us on stage. Anyone who wants an autograph is 

fine. ”  

As soon as his voice fell, everyone was shocked, all of them were very excited, even the head teacher 

was a little excited.  
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“Grass, old squad leader, did you really invite Zuo Mingyue?”  

“This is too good, that’s a big star!”  

“Yeah, these few years have been Zuo Mingyue’s years of playing, and the red is in a mess. Most people 

don’t ask her to help sing. It’s very difficult even to find her to sign!”  

“The old squad leader is still awesome, even superstars like Zuo Mingyue are invited to move, I am 

afraid that the appearance fee will cost several million!”  

Everyone, you say a word to me, looking at their old squad leader Li Wenbing’s eyes full of admiration.  

Even Yang Zihuan was a little surprised. He didn’t expect Li Wenbing to have this strength.  

In fact, Li Wenbing asked Zhao Tianyu to invite Zuo Mingyue to help sing, but he spent five million in 

appearance fees, and only sang two songs.  

Of course, Zhao Tianyu made the five million by himself.  



In the past few years, Zhao Tianyu has made little money under Li Wenbing’s relationship, and several 

millions can still be obtained.  

“Wen Bing, you really surprised me the teacher!” The head teacher exclaimed excitedly.  

A superstar like Zuo Mingyue is not something you can invite to touch her if you have money.   

There is no relationship, and they won’t give you any face at all.  

Many people were shocked, and they took out their phones to call friends and family members to come 

over, take a close-up photo, and post a circle of friends pretending to be something, which is quite 

enviable.  

Seeing everyone’s performance, Li Wenbing felt very helpful. He felt that Zhao Tianyu spent the five 

million dollars, which was worth it.  

Especially people in the system like them, most of them talk about face, and today, at this moment, he is 

the person with the most face.  

At this moment, Li Wenbing looked at Yang Zihuan and Yu Sheng’s eyes, and there was a high 

confidence in them.  

“Zi Huan, you didn’t agree with the old squad leader’s pursuit in the first place. It was simply the biggest 

mistake.”  

At this moment, a woman looked at Yang Zi and sighed.  

“Yeah, a good man like the old squad leader is a million times stronger than your rubbish husband. I 

really don’t know what you thought at the beginning.”  

“Yang Zihuan, you regret it now. You regret that you gave up on such a good man as the old squad 

leader, but regret is also useless. The old squad leader is destined to be a better and more discerning 

beauty.”  

“In other words, everyone will regret it. You see that the old squad leader is just a sentence, and some 

superstars will come over to sing, and some wastes who can only eat soft rice, let alone ask the star to 

sing, I am afraid that the star will give him It’s shameful to sign a name and other celebrities think that 

they have fans like him.”  

Everyone started discussing with you one word and one word, one after another belittle Yu Sheng and 

uphold Li Wenbing.  

Yang Zihuan was even more embarrassed.  

I didn’t think it before, but when people repeatedly mentioned those things before, she couldn’t help 

comparing Yu Sheng with Li Wenbing.  

This comparison made her feel a little regretful.  

When I was in high school, if I had treated Li Wenbing better, I should be one of the people touted by 

others on this occasion.  



It’s a pity that the past is over, and there is no use for her to regret it.  

It will only make her look down on her for the rest of her life.  

Even more disappointed.  

“Is it awesome to call a star over and sing a song?”  

Hearing this, Yu Sheng, who was eating vegetables alone, suddenly sneered.  

Is Zuo Mingyue awesome?  

It’s just a traffic star. See how this group of people is so flattering.  

He shook his head, and felt that Yang Zihuan’s high school classmates had achieved this.  

However, his words stabbed the hornet’s nest.  
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However, everyone did not curse, they just didn’t hold back and laughed.  

“Is this guy crazy? Why is it so funny, hahaha!”  

Everyone laughed, their eyes full of mockery.  

This waste is too funny for the rest of his life.  

To be able to say such ignorant words makes people laugh out loud.  

Li Wenbing was stunned for a moment, and then he laughed out loud.  

The rest of his life is really stupid, even if he can tell, Yang Zihuan has chosen such a trash, it really 

deserves it, hahaha.  

“Young man, a brain is a good thing, I hope you have it too!” The head teacher looked at Yu Sheng and 

pointed to his head, shook his head, and looked at Yang Zihuan with a sigh in his heart.  

One of the students I am very optimistic about, and also known as the first beauty in Qiancheng, is 

married to such a brain-dead who speaks without thinking.  

What else can he say?  

I only regretted my students.  

At this moment, Yang Zihuan’s face flushed with no self-confidence.  

I really regret it to the extreme.  

She shouldn’t let the rest of her life come here.  

She should have thought of this kind of scene, but she actually called Yu Sheng over.  

At this moment, she kept scolding herself for what she deserved.  



If she hadn’t had to let the rest of her life follow, there wouldn’t be such a situation that made her feel 

ashamed.  

Everyone laughed at Yu Sheng, only Yu Qin shook his head secretly, thinking that her high school 

classmates really had no eyes.  

For the rest of his life, he was the chairman of Sihai Group, and the richest man Xia Jun looked like a 

grandson in front of them.  

But these people regard what they say as a joke, which is really ironic.  

“Is it funny?”  

Yu Sheng didn’t think of his own exclamation, which attracted the ridicule of Yang Zihuan and other 

classmates and teachers, and suddenly became a little angry.  

“Do you think that Li Wenbing can invite Zuo Mingyue to have a few songs?”  

Yu Sheng glanced at everyone with disdain, and sneered: “Believe it or not, Zuo Mingyue is here, I only 

need a word, she can go back obediently, and she won’t sing a song for you.”  

“It’s enough!”  

Yang Zi cheered up and pointed at Yu Sheng and said angrily: “Are you not ashamed of it enough?”  

“Is it embarrassing?” Yu Sheng spread his hands, a trace of sorrow flashed in his eyes.  

Last time in the amusement park, Yang Zihuan saw Zuo Mingyue come to find his own affairs with his 

own eyes.  

But she just looked down on her husband like that, thinking she was bragging and embarrassing her 

everywhere?  

It’s only a few days now, and she said that she had forgotten that. What does it mean?  

It means that in Yang Zihuan’s heart, her own husband has long since ceased to exist!  

“Sorry, I’ll go to the bathroom.” Yang Zihuan said and strode towards the bathroom.  

She really didn’t have a face left to be slapped.  

When everyone saw this, it was not easy to laugh at Yu Sheng any more.  

Just looking at Yu Sheng’s eyes, they were full of disdain.  

“Left star is here!”  

At this moment, someone suddenly shouted.  

After hearing this, everyone looked at the door.  

Li Wenbing deliberately glanced at Yu Sheng, with a touch of disdain in his eyes, and led Zhao Tianyu to 

greet him first.  

The head teacher and others followed suit.  



They are excited!  

That’s a superstar!  

In the entire lobby, only Yu Sheng picked up a glass of red wine and drank it, then took out a cigarette 

and slowly lit it on fire.  
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Yu Qin looked at Yu Sheng, and after hesitating for a few seconds, he followed suit.  

She is also one of Zuo Mingyue’s fans.  

At this moment, she also wanted to greet her idol.  

At the door, surrounded by more than a dozen bodyguards and staff, Zuo Mingyue walked in.  

It was impossible for her to sing because of her worth.  

Even if the other party gave five million, only two songs were sung.  

However, she had to agree to this cooperation because of the pressure on her agent from a big figure in 

the Bureau of Industry and Commerce.  

Although this kind of damaged her reputation, but thinking that it was just singing two songs, it wouldn’t 

take much time.  

The reason why he didn’t dare to directly reject Li Wenbing’s uncle was mainly because Zuo Mingyue 

had been trying to curry favor for the rest of his life during this period.  

She has even made a decision, as long as Yu Sheng wants, she can climb into Yu Sheng’s bed.  

But for the rest of his life, she has never been able to get this chance.   

If she is sheltered for the rest of her life, she will truly stand firm in the entertainment industry, and no 

one will dare to bully her in the future.  

She couldn’t even resist the pressure of a deputy bureau of the Industrial and Commercial Bureau.  

“Zuo Big Star, it’s really great that you can sing for us with your face. This is an honor for all of us!” 

Seeing Zuo Mingyue coming in surrounded by everyone, Li Wenbing was the first to go up and flatter his 

face. Proud of.  

To be honest, he knew that Zuo Mingyue was able to come because of his uncle’s face. As for his small 

section chief, people really wouldn’t throw his cigarettes away.  

“Hoho, Chief Li is polite.” Zuo Mingyue smiled hoho, maintaining a cold posture.  

Zuo Mingyue is really beautiful, even if she doesn’t have any makeup, she still feels like a fairy sister.  

If it weren’t for several majestic bodyguards around her, many people would have rushed to find her for 

an autograph.  



Entering the hotel lobby, Li Wenbing saw Yu Sheng leaning on a chair to smoke a cigarette, and he didn’t 

even accompany them to meet the big star left, and a flash of anger suddenly flashed in his heart.  

He sneered, and then smiled to Zuo Mingyue: “Miss Zuo, before I start singing, let me take you to meet 

someone.”  

“Oh? Who is it?” Zuo Mingyue was puzzled, wondering if there is still a big man here today?  

“A rubbish who eats soft food, hehe, he just disrespect you just now, you have to listen to him as long as 

you say a word, is this kind of person very interesting, hahaha.” Li Wenbing coughed twice. Sound, 

couldn’t help but laugh, and laughed even more proudly.  

Everyone understood, and laughed in agreement, and their eyes were full of ridicule when they looked 

at Yu Sheng.  

“Ho ho, it’s quite interesting, you say that, I also want to see how sacred the other party is.”  

A flash of disdain flashed in Zuo Mingyue’s eyes. Someone dared to speak such a wild statement, so she 

should just slap him in the face.  

“Look, it’s him.” Li Wenbing smiled, and suddenly pointed to the rest of his life who was smoking a 

cigarette while leaning on the other side.  

Everyone expected Zuo Mingyue to slap her face for the rest of her life, and then finally mocked Yu 

Sheng.  

Zuo Mingyue followed Li Wenbing’s direction and looked at it. It was an ordinary man dressed up.  

With Erlang’s legs tilted and leaning on the chair to smoke, he looked a little lonely.  

But in his eyes there is no unwillingness or disapproval of being isolated.  

Yes, it’s just that unpredictable depth.  

After seeing the man’s face clearly, not only Zuo Mingyue, but Zuo Mingyue’s agent was also shocked, 

his eyes widened, revealing an incredible look!  
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Isn’t this the chairman of Sihai Group? 

How could he mix with these ordinary people? 

But seeing the mocking eyes of these ordinary people at Yu Sheng, she suddenly understood. 

It turns out that these people don’t even know the identity of Yu Sheng. 

Thinking of this, Zuo Mingyue’s eyes suddenly revealed surprise. 

If he performed well today and supported Shao Yu, would he accept himself? 

Seeing Zuo Mingyue and her agent’s face fusion, Li Wenbing and the others immediately felt Zuo 

Mingyue was angry, and hurriedly laughed and said, “Hoho, don’t be angry with the big star Zuo, I just 

made a joke, that’s A neurosis, we don’t care about him.” 



But Zuo Mingyue glanced at him without even looking, and walked towards Yu Sheng. 

“Oh, Miss Zuo…” Li Wenbing thought Zuo Mingyue was very angry and wanted to rush to slap the rest of 

his life. 

Although he wanted to see Yu Sheng’s ugly face, if Yu Sheng didn’t know what was good or bad, and hit 

back and injured Zuo Mingyue, it would be bad. 

So he hurried to keep up, fighting for a while when Zuo Mingyue started, if the rest of his life dared to 

fight back, he would subdue the rest of his life as soon as possible.  

The others showed sarcasm on their faces one by one, thinking that Zuo Mingyue was really angry and 

was looking for trouble for the rest of his life. 

“Hey, this guy is finished today.” 

“Yes, I dare not put the left star in his eyes. Today, the left star will teach him how to be a man.” 

“It’s a pity. At this time, Yang Zihuan went to the bathroom. If she didn’t let her see her husband being 

slapped by a woman, it would be even more exciting.” 

“What’s a slap in the face? This guy dares not to put the star of the left in his eyes, and he speaks rudely. 

It is already very good to avoid prison.” 

“Oh, so, misfortune comes out of the mouth, this guy is unstoppable and deserves to be educated.” 

Everyone was talking about the work, and they followed along. 

At this moment, Zuo Mingyue came to Yu Sheng first, and then made a move that surprised everyone. 

Zuo Mingyue stood up straight and bowed to the rest of her life ninety degrees. 

“Yu Shao, I don’t think you are here today. There is something disrespectful in Mingyue, so I ask Shao Yu 

to punish you!” 

She has an upright attitude and a respectful tone. 

She really hopes that the rest of her life will give her a chance. 

There is no such thing as a big backer in their business, and sooner or later they will be faded out of the 

entertainment circle. 

In particular, she was packaged by a company under the Four Seas Group. How long she can be in the 

entertainment industry and what she can become depends on the face of the Four Seas Group. 

The audience fell silent for a while, and the needle drop was audible! 

 


